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“Consumers’ need to de-stress and care for their mental
wellbeing will be COVID-19’s key legacy driving the future
of wellness travel.”
- Lauren Ryan, Leisure and Travel Analyst, 9
October 2020

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on the wellness travel market.
Motivations for taking a wellness holiday.
Future opportunities in the wellness travel market.
Company innovations in the wellness travel market.
Interest and preferences for combining holidaying with working.
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57% of UK adults would rather add health/wellness activities to a regular holiday than go on a holiday
specifically for wellness. This illustrates the high potential for offering wellness add-ons to mainstream
holidays, meaning brands from across the entire travel market can capitalise on growing demand.
Rural areas and outdoor activities will be favoured by those needing to de-stress and reconnect with
the real world. By contrast, indoor activities, group holidays and escorted wellness tours will recover
slower from the COVID-19 pandemic. Demand is expected to bounce back as the virus threat clears
and the economy recovers.
The expensive image of wellness holidays poses a threat to this sector in the current economic
uncertain climate, as more people show caution when making high value purchases.
However, the long-term outlook is promising. The increasing focus on mental health, which has been
accelerated as a result of COVID-19, is expected to continue driving demand for wellness travel in the
future. Critical levels of stress, excessive technology use and unprecedented time spent at home will all
boost the appeal of holidays that specifically aim to improve mental or emotional wellbeing. This is
paving the way for growth in many niche types of wellness holidays, such as retreats.
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DID YOU KNOW?

This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
more holistic view of this market
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Georgia brings out ‘remotely from Georgia’ visa
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Impact of COVID-19 on Booking Intentions
Holiday booking still far from 2019 levels
Figure 22: Actual bookings and plans to book a holiday in the next three months, January 2019 to September 2020 (fieldwork dates in
September 2020: 3-15 September 2020)

Impact of COVID-19 on Confidence in Travel
Tighter COVID-19 rules impact confidence in travel
Figure 23: Consumers’ confidence in holiday transport and accommodation types, 25 June 2020 to 17 September 2020
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COVID-19 fuels younger Brits’ interest in wellness holidays
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Travellers find wellness benefits from mainstream holidays
Figure 25: Types of health/wellness holiday taken in the last five years, 2-14 July 2020
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Highest potential for adding wellness activities to mainstream holidays
Figure 27: Attitude towards health/wellness holiday activities, 2-14 July 2020
Renewed interest in hobbies will boost interest in activity-led breaks
Figure 28: Participation in health/wellness activities on holiday in the last five years, 2-14 July 2020
Safety critical for spa and beauty brands
Customised wellness programs will appeal to those with diverse wellness tastes
Figure 29: Repertoire analysis of participation in health/wellness activities on holiday in the last five years, 2-14 July 2020
Healthy food experiences will appeal in the long term
Wellbeing festivals have potential once crowds can return
Figure 30: Participation in health/wellness activities on holiday in the last five years, by demographics, 2-14 July 2020

Wellness Holiday Motivations
Mental wellbeing primary driver for wellness travel
The ‘sleep vacation’ driven by excessive stress
Figure 31: Wellness holiday motivations, 2-14 July 2020
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Wellness practices provide deeper cultural experiences
Digital detox trend here to stay
Multiple needs and interests highlight need for personalised approach
Figure 32: Repertoire analysis of wellness holiday motivations, 2-14 July 2020

Attitudes Towards Wellness Holidays
Health technologies increasingly important in luxury wellness personalisation
Figure 33: Attitude towards wellness holidays, 2-14 July 2020
Wellness breaks’ expensive reputation provides opportunities for more affordable wellness options
Younger Brits more interested in wellness holidays due to COVID-19
Figure 34: Attitude towards wellness holidays and COVID-19, by age, 2-14 July 2020
Expertise and financial protection can play into the benefit of package holiday providers

Attitudes Towards Personal Wellness
Consumers are taking a more holistic approach to their own wellbeing
Outdoor activities and natural environments more appealing than ever
Figure 35: Attitudes towards personal wellness, 2-14 July 2020
Wellness has become a bigger focus since COVID-19
Figure 36: Attitudes towards personal wellness, by concern about wellbeing since COVID-19, 2-14 July 2020

Interest in Working Holidays
‘Workcation’: remote working opens up new work-life balance opportunities
Figure 37: Interest in working holidays, 2-14 July 2020
Opportunities to appeal to younger generation with more affordable services
Figure 38: Interest in working holidays, by demographics, 2-14 July 2020

Working Holiday Preferences
Remote work will encourage slower travel styles
Rising demand for accommodation that caters to remote work
Private experience offered by holiday rental properties has become more attractive
Hotels can utilise daytime hours with coworking facilities
Figure 39: Preferences for working holidays, 2-14 July 2020
Community-focused co-living spaces here to stay
Working holidays likely to be booked independently
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